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LAST
summer my grandfather and I were

visiting in Newport. We were sitting in

the automobile of our friend waiting while

she did an errand. A poor girl walked past,

then turned and came back again.
" Excuse me," she said to me, "but will you

tell me that old gentleman's name ? He shows

so much thought in his face."

A mind so filled with fascinating facts, so

clear in its understanding and interpretation

of them, a spirit so exquisite in its trust and

in its power of direct beholding had quickened

a mere passer-by. The poor girl asked his

name. It was her way of getting a little

nearer to the beautiful nature she perceived.

We may ask the sources of its power, looking
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EBEN JENKS LOOMIS
at him in his perfection, surveying in loving

wonder the work of art we call his life.

His serene philosophy brought to himself

vigor of body and soul, and glimpses of it to

every one who knew him. He had achieved

simplicity. A steady growth of spirit like his

can be compared to that of a plant, expanding

at last into the flower which Euskin called

"the part of the plant's form developed at the

moment of its intensest life. What the char-

acter of the flower shall be," he said,
" de-

pends entirely upon the portion of the plant

into which this rapture of spirit has been

put." The plant holds within itself the im-

petus to such a culmination, reaching it slowly,

and in perfect stillness. My grandfather's

death was like the fading of the flower, just

drooping its dear, perfected head.



II

BEFORE
all he was a child of Nature.

He was a part of the great outdoors;

his brilliant eyes always alert, his fine nostrils

vibrating to that other sense which we some-

times envy wild animals, and his ear, Indian-

like, adjusted to the significance of a crackling

twig or other slight wood noise. Carrying

along a tall staff as companion to his joy

rather than as a help in walking, and lifting

his feet with all the exuberance of a strong

young animal, he would be off with a burst of

song to revel in the beauty of the world, by

his spiritual alchemy turning the smallest

pleasures into the fundamental joy of life.

What was there not to observe ! The whole

wide sky to begin with. My grandfather had
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EBEN JENKS LOOMIS

always watched the sky. He knew the mean-

ing of a distant fleck of white upon the blue.

He knew the portent of a darkening cloud.

By winds, or absence of them, he could pre-

dict with almost unvarying certainty what the

weather for the coming day would be. He

knew the difference between a rain cloud and

a wind cloud, the difference in character be-

tween a local and a widespread storm. He

was fond of telling about an observation he

made in Virginia as a boy. There had been

prolonged drought. The country was parching

beneath continued months of summer sun. One

day a farmer set fire to fifty acres of brush.

The smoke ascended in a black column, straight

into the windless, quivering sky. Then it col-

lected in a threatening cloud, widening and

widening. Out of it lightning began to dart,

thunder rolled, and before long the first great

drops of rain fell on the burning land. The

drought was artificially broken.

The approach of a thunder shower was in-
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EBEN JENKS L, O O M I S

dicated to my grandfather by his cold hands

and arms, a warning learned in a rather

heroic way. He had twice been struck bj

lightning ; once as a boy under a great tree

where he was standing ; later, when, as he was

walking along a city pavement, the lightning

struck a car-rail beside him, jumped to the

handle of his umbrella and knocked him down.

But he always watched the coming of a thunder

shower with delight, usually at its fiercest

walking up and down on the piazza, repeating

some lines from Shakespeare or Milton.

Hear what he says of storm :

"
To-day the cloudy northeast is pouring

down upon us its stores of wind and rain.

The dash of driving drops upon the window,

and the steady roar of the wind, tempt me to

leave the shelter of walls and roof and go out

to the hills to watch the storm. If duty did

not forbid it, I would accept the invitation

and climb the hills and be buffeted by the

tempest.
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"At no time or place do I get such a sense

of freedom, and so full an appreciation of

the power of Nature as I do when on a high

hill with a northeast storm in progress. The

thunder showers of summer develop a more

convulsive power, but the swift passage of the

lightning leaves no time for the mind to com-

prehend its incalculable force. With the north-

east storm it is different. The wind sweeps

along in a continued cataract, bringing its

stores of grey rain from the ocean, and the

ocean's voice as well ; and as I watch the

coming of each gust bowing the forest and

chasing grey ghosts of vapor along the hill

slopes, I seem to become a part of the storm,

just ready to be lifted by the wind, a shape-

less fluff of driving mist.

"How different the feelings excited by a

northwest wind ! A few clouds saturated with

sunshine glow like melted silver; the sky is

intensely blue, with a depth so unfathomable

that the eye, finding no resting place, wearies
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EBEN JENKS LOOMIS
in the effort to pierce it ; and the swift shadows

chasing each other along hill and valley and

forest make the whole earth seem full of the

restless energy of immortal youth. Far down

in the western horizon, the deep blue of the sky

gives place to a soft green tint, and through

this color the eye seems to pierce farther and

farther, until I fancy I see the crystal walls

of Heaven flash in the sunlight. On such a

day I look into the western sky with inexpressi-

ble longing. Something invites me away. Old

hopes, aspirations, desires which I buried years

ago, and stamped down into the sodden clay

of daily life, that no sign of their grave might

remain to remind me of their former existence,

rise to new life and sadden my soul with their

unattainable beauty. I grow restless with the

monotony of daily duties and picture to myself

the pleasures of travel. I wander by the Avon

made sacred by Shakespeare's footsteps ; and

over the whole of storied England ; along the

Ayr, where the youthful Burns sang and suf-
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EBEN JENKS LOOMIS
fered ; and dream at Melrose and Abbotsford,

where the ' Wizard of the North '

conjured with

a wand more powerful than Michael Scott's or

Merlin's. I take my way through the *

sunny

land of France,' and climbing the Alps I look

down from the Simplon Pass upon magnificent

Italy. Ah ! well, my life has its compensations.

If I must die without seeing these lands of

tradition, art, and song, the northwest wind

brings me visions of all the kingdoms of earth,

which if not wholly true, are brighter than

reality."

Besides the sky, there was the world at which

to marvel trees, rocks, flowers and insects,

birds and animals, and the first faint signs of

the coming season
;
as warning of spring a tinge

of green just showing under grey bark, or a

different glint of sun. There are hints of fall

in July swallows, sitting in little festoons on

telegraph wires ;
in delicate " ferns in dusky

glens which have lost every vestige of color,
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EBEN JENKS L.OOMIS

standing white as snow, feathery ghosts re-

visiting their native dingle from some ferny

heaven"; in the note of sadness in the blue-

bird's song, or in a single red leaf on swamp

maples or sumach or woodbine, as he expressed

it,
" autumn inserting in midsummer the thin

wedge of a scarlet leaf."

On a walk surprises are constantly in store.

I will quote again from his journal :

"
Going down the abrupt face of the cliff at

the bridge, I picked up at the foot a dead vireo.

What a beautiful thing a wild bird is ! Irre-

spective of color he is beautiful, because his

form is so perfectly adapted to use. Moving

through the air with immense velocity, his

head, terminated by the sharp bill, is exactly

fitted to break the way through the air with

least resistance, and that very resistance presses

the feathers closer to the body, diminishing the

size and reducing the resistance to a minimum.

The delicate tints of the vireo are much more

beautiful than the gaudy colors of other and
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EBEN JENKS LOOMIS
more noted birds. In this specimen which I

picked up the scale of color was on so low a

tone that the little bit of pure yellow on the

chin and throat seemed to blaze out like a

sodium flame."

And again :

"
Walking to-day along a dusty, noisy street

south of Pennsylvania Avenue, I glanced up

and saw a purple martin sailing along quietly,

undisturbed by the noise below him. Near him

were chimney and barn swallows. The presence

of these birds proved that there were insects

also in the air, in fact I saw one or two butter-

flies myself and my eyes are not as good for

seeing insects as swallows' eyes. So, only a few

feet above the artificial city, there is a world of

life affected only indirectly by the bustle and

din below."

My grandfather watched with great interest

the migrations of birds, especially those of the

crow cosmopolitan creature ! Over Wash-

ington they would migrate every day in great
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EBEN JENKS LOOMIS
clouds from their inland roosting-place to their

foraging-ground near the sea. They would fly

eighty miles in the morning to shores where

the desired shell-fish could be found, and eighty

miles back to their pine forest at night. To

the mere human mind, he used to say, it would

seem easier and far more economical were

roost and foraging-ground near together.

He dedicated two sonnets to the much

abused crow.

THE CROW
I

O WILD, free rover of the upper sky,

How small from that clear height must man appear!

Creeping on earth his grave forever near

With clouds and tears dimming his earth-bent eye.

Thou, lifted far above the earth, goest by,

Companioned by the friendly atmosphere ;

Scanning the large horizon, blue and clear,

And seeing far pine forests darkly lie,

A cloud of green, moveless upon the hill.

There in the shelter of the sombre trees

With numberless companions thou wilt rest
;

No sound to fright, but only the slow breeze

To sing and rock to sleep the forest's guest,

And with content his quiet hours to fill.



EBEN JENKS LOOMIS

n
WOULD I could learn from cloud, and bird, and air,

From yellow sunshine, and from forest tree,

To live a larger life more nobly free

Too grand to feel the taint of selfish care.

Fain would I make my small horizon wide

And view the world as from some airy height,

Where early comes the morn and late the night ;

Take wind, and cloud, and stars to be my guide
To some far, undiscovered shore of song,

And there, securely sheltered, ever bide,

And see the world's poor life beneath me glide,

And list to Nature's music, low and strong.

Then life would be no longer small and mean,

But large like Nature, and like Heaven serene.

He marvelled at the phenomenon of flight

no less than at its power. I will quote again :

"
Looking casually up, I saw a white-headed

eagle circling slowly around. His flight is in

one respect more majestic than that of the

turkey-buzzard; he shows more muscular power.

While the vulture floats around in airy circles

with a sort of capricious indolence reminding

one somehow of the Italian lazzaroni, clustered

in the sunshine on white marble steps with
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no ambition but to enjoy their
4 sweet do no-

thing,' the eagle does not float around at all,

but seems to cut his way up into the higher

regions by the mere force of an imperious

will. Round and round he went, higher and

higher into the pure blue atmosphere. I fancied

that I could almost hear the rush of the sev-

ered air as he clove his way with such dizzying

velocity. . . . Not once did he flap his wings.

Up and still up he went. His broad pinions,

movelessly extended, were cimetar-like and

cruel in outline. As he turned from side to

side, the sun glanced from his white tail and

head as if reflected from silver. He vanished

in the southeastern sky, probably on his way
to the lower Potomac or Chesapeake Bay.

" Shall man ever cleave his way through the

air as freely and safely as the eagle ? The air is

now the one realm to conquer. The world of

land and the world of water have been prac-

tically subdued, the air is yet untouched. For

the helpless balloon is a mere feather blown

[ 13 ]



EBEST JENKS LOOMIS
about as the wind listeth, and does not solve the

problem or indeed touch it. But the poet's

vision will yet be realized :

Pilots of the purple twilight

Dropping down with costly bales.'
"

In connection with the conquest of the air

it is interesting to know that the first patents

in wireless telegraphy, and the first appropria-

tion made by Congress for investigation of

this then visionary subject, were given to my
grandfather's brother, Dr. Mahlon Loomis.

The completion of the project was prevented

by the Civil War, followed soon after by the

death of Dr. Loomis.

Even the insects one could observe on a

walk gave my grandfather joy. He could take

on the insect's point of view. Why not, in-

deed, since five-sixths of all creatures living

on this earth belong to the insect race ? When

he heard exclamations about the ravages of

the gypsy moth he would merely say,
"
Well,

the world is made just as much for them as for
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you." And then he would add that insect

blights are possible only because man has dis-

turbed the balance of Nature by killing the

birds. Only last summer he suggested to

President Butterfield that perhaps the upward

rush of sap might be utilized to spread into

the leaves of the tree a poison, injurious to

insects, which should have been scattered

around the base of the tree and which should

percolate through and be absorbed with the

earth moisture by its roots.

The ways of insects are only another page in

the amazing book of Nature, wasps which make

paper out of wood, bees which make their

queen out of an ordinary worker by special

feeding. He never ceased to marvel how mos-

quitoes manage to exist in such vast clouds in

the Arctic zone. Equipped for sucking blood,

not more than one in a hundred thousand can

get any. How past finding out are the ways of

Nature !

Besides all this, there were growing things
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to watch. He collected all the flowers about

Washington and in earlier days brought them

home for my mother to paint. She inherited

her talent from him, for he saw things with

an artist's eye, and was always making little

sketches in pencil or in pen and ink. Some

rarer flowers he would transplant to his gar-

den. In summer he always had a garden, and

in winter a small conservatory. Plants grew

for him like magic.

"It is inspiration," he said, "to see the

trees and flowers bourgeon and assert them-

selves in spring. On the side of the dusty

turnpike among rocks, sand and gravel, I saw

some birdsfoot violets. Unsheltered, exposed

to dust and countless dangers, they had pushed

up in the spring air and their inexpressible

beauty gave me God's idea of violets. I doubt

whether the men who grow up with as arid

and apparently hopeless environment as that

of these flowers, are as much the expression

of God's idea of man."
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Of his poem, "To an Autumn Violet,"

Longfellow once said that it should read its

author into fame.

DEAR relic of a vanished spring,

Sweet floweret, lone and wild,

How could the chilly autumn bring
So bright and frail a child ?

Thy hue is just as warm and deep,

As though the golden ray
Of spring had waked thee from thy sleep

To gentle, genial day.

All sadly looks the autumn scene,

The leaves are brown and sere,

The fields have lost their pleasant green,
And wanes the aged year.

But thou, dear blossom, in thy place
Beneath the sheltering tree,

Hast still a smile of spring-like grace,
For Autumn and for me.

Still upward looks thy purple eye,

As cheerful and as bright,

As though above thee bent a sky
All warm with summer light.
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O that the coming frost would spare

Thy trusting, tender head,

And every gale with gentle care

Pass lightly by thy bed !

But ere to-morrow's struggling ray

Shall pale night's clouded gloom,

Thy little life will flee away,
And snow will hide thy tomb.

What often seemed his second sight into

Nature's ways was brought about by a life-

time of painstaking observation. As an instance

is his discovery in regard to a small fern,

asplenium trichomanes, which he had brought

from the woods for a window-garden. The

botanist, Asa Gray, came to see it and de-

scribed what he observed in the Botanical

Gazette. I will quote :

"Mr.E. J. Loomis . . . recently showed me

a phenomenon which I suppose has never be-

fore been noticed, and which is commended to

the attention of botanists. A tuft of asple-

nium trichomanes gathered last autumn in the

mountains of Virginia, is growing in his house
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in a glass dish. About two months ago he no-

ticed that one of the fronds . . . made quick

movements alternately back and forth, at right

angles to the plane of the frond, through from

twenty to forty degrees, whenever the vessel

was brought from its shaded position into sun-

light or bright daylight. . . . When I saw it

on the 23d of January its compass was within

fifteen degrees. ... It was more rapid than

the second-hand of a watch, but with occasional

stops in the course of each half vibration.

This was in full daylight next a window, but not

in sunshine. No movement had been observed

in the other fronds, . . . with the exception of

a single one which was just unfolding, in which

Mr. Loomis thinks he has detected incipient

motion of the same kind. It is very easy to

obtain this little fern and to set it growing.

We may expect further observations to be made

upon it without delay."

Also, Darwin wrote to my grandfather in

regard to his discovery :
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APRIL 4th, 1881,

DOWN,
BECKENHAM, KENT.

DEAR SIR:

I am very much obliged for your kind letter

of March 19th. But your information is not new

to me, as I read with great interest your first

and second published notice on the case. It

seems to me a very strange one, and different

from any other known to me. I remain, dear

sir,

With much respect,

Yours faithfully,

CHARLES DARWIN.

From early days when he walked with Tho-

reau in Concord, and tramped twenty-five to

thirty miles a day through the mountain re-

gions of Virginia with Dr. Shoemaker, Walt

Whitman, or John Burroughs as companions,

to his last years when distances were tempered

so that the rest of us could go with him, walk-

ing was his recreation and delight. At seventy-
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two he went on a camping trip in the northern

wilds, and after a tramp of ten miles through

primeval woods climbed to a tree-top to scout

the country !

His eye would catch a quivering poplar leaf.

Why do they have such a different motion from

all other leaves? He knew. Their fine stems

are compressed laterally so that a leaf can vi-

brate only from side to side, not up and down.

His attention would be attracted by the en-

trance of a ground squirrel's burrow. Wonder-

ful little creature ! Where does it put the soil

it digs out to make its hole but never removes ?

That was one riddle he never could answer.

A beautiful water-lily expands from the

bland surface of a July pond. Even the ways

of the water-lily are instinct with wisdom.

When it has finished blossoming, it draws

down the seed-pods so that storms may not

sever the leathery stems. And the little min-

nows, darting in and out among them ! How

queer must the world look from a fish's dis-
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torted point of view distorted eyes adjusted

to an element in itself distorting.

The mud-turtle sitting on the old log raises

his heavy carapace at one end. My grand-

father knew why : because he wishes to have

his back at the right angle to the sun. Per-

pendicular rays would give him the added

warmth his cold blood needed. By the way,

who has not wondered how birds can endure

the fierce cold of our winters? It was not

strange to him, for he knew that a bird's tem-

perature is two degrees higher than ours.

One morning, just a little while ago, I asked

him how cold it was.

"
Oh, it 's twenty-eight, but it 's growing

colder."

"
Grandpa," I said,

" how do you know

that?"

"
Why, the mercury column is concave on

top," he replied.

Winter walks with him were full of joy.

The snow, as he expressed it, is a great de-
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tective, small tracks revealing the passing of

innocent creatures. Out in an open field he

saw one day a little chain of footprints which

ended abruptly. There was the brush as of

huge wings upon the snow, two drops of blood

and a brown feather. Indeed had the snow

been called in as witness, it could not have

spoken the silent tragedy more plainly.

He knew all sorts of remote facts, true as

statistics. He would tell you that carrier pi-

geons have been shot in Maine, undigested rice

from the Carolinas taken from their crops,

not intestines, which gives an idea of swift-

ness of flight.

He had an interesting experience in raising

some brown thrashers from the egg. Without

contact with their elders, these young birds

showed all the cleverness they are so well

known to possess. He handed one a hot pea-

nut. The bird took it up, dropped it, rolled

back its tongue, picked it up again, took it to

the end of the cage where there was a little
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tank of water, and dropped it in. After hop-

ping around to survey it from different points

of view, the bird cautiously picked it out when

it was cool, and then ate it. Again he handed

one of these same birds a black hornet which

has an especially poisonous sting. This unin-

structed young bird put its foot upon the hor-

net without the slightest hesitation, stamped

on it, pulled out the sting, and then swallowed

it with much relish.

Last summer we were cruising at sunset

along a rocky, wooded Maine island. Suddenly

we came to a place recently cut over, where

raspberry bushes covered acres of stumps. A
towering, slender birch with a tuft of foliage

at the very top swayed in the breeze. It was

an exotic shape for the chaste birch to have

assumed, suggestive of tepid waters and slowly

moving dusky figures.

"How like a palm it looks," exclaimed some

obvious person.
"
Perhaps it is a palm," said grandpa.
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A walk with him at Little Cranberry Island,

near Mount Desert, stands out in my mind.

It was the day after a prolonged storm. The

whole world was brightly polished. We had

not gone far before we found two long, brown

snakes standing guard over a third which was

pinned by a heavy stone. My grandfather

liked snakes. He released the prisoner, and

with a sense of added joy we started off among
the spruce trees and soon reached the water.

Among the rocks we found a finely mottled

duck with a strong yellow beak. It turned its

black eye upon us, but did not offer to move.

He approached it cautiously, leaned over,

picked it up and felt it all over. It seemed to

be uninjured. He put it in a clear pool which

had a foaming outlet to the breakers, and gave

it a little push, like a toy boat. It turned its

head on one side to look up at him, darted at
"
the foam, and drove off through the waves.

Far out we could see it tiptoeing over the

breakers, its ecstatic wings flapping at the
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foam. At that instant a great fog-bow en-

circled the sky, so we ran off through the sun-

flecked trees and sparkling raindrops, to the

other side of the island where we could see it

better.

These seashore walks had in less austere re-

gions another intimate joy. That was because

of the pebbles in the sand. My grandfather

had collected beautiful pebbles from every

beach where he had ever walked. I feel sure

that in his heart he always expected to find a

precious stone in some overlooked heap upon

the shore. Shining in sea-water each took on

added color, and if so deceived he carried it

home to find it a mere ordinary stone, he never

less expected to find the unique gem next day.

In these last three years that he has been

with us one of his dreams has been realized.

He has had a jeweller's lathe for polishing

some of the agates, tourmalines, and turquoises

which friends had brought him from distant

places. When I heard his voice singing one of
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his dear, quaint songs, and the hum of the

wheel, I would sometimes run up to his little

lathe-room to find him bent over the whirling

wheel, his white hair shining through the fine,

precious dust, a bit of chamois-skin here, a

diminutive pile of shavings there and a gleam-

ing opal impaled on sealing wax letting its

lustre out in flashes through the dust. Then he

would turn lovely things out of amethyst wood

given him by Mr. Nightingale and out of

ebony which he got in Africa.

Even an expedition up town with him was

filled with possibilities. A glossy horse-chestnut

lay in the path. He cut it in two and revealed

within the perfect impression of the first leaf.

The horse-chestnut, he said, is a provident tree ;

it does all its growing in five weeks then

spends the rest of the summer hardening itself

against the cold.



Ill

BUT
walking was not his only enjoyment

in the open. There was horseback riding

as well. He rode about his plantation in Florida

upon a beautiful mare. Let me read about

Brown Fanny :

" About ten in the morning I ordered my
horse to be saddled my Morgan mare, Brown

Fanny. She died in Florida, years ago, and I

here record some of her merits and beauties.

Her small head was beautifully proportioned,

and was lighted up by large, liquid eyes that

flashed with almost human intelligence. Her

fore-arm was solid, and packed with muscle of

enormous power, and the leg tapered down into

a pastern almost as slender and delicate as that
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of a deer. Her coat was bright chestnut brown,

as smooth and glossy as satin.

" I mounted, and rode easily along until I

reached a point where for two miles or more

the white ribbon of road lay before me straight

as a line. My horse had been fretting at the

slow pace, and at last I leaned forward in the

saddle, lifted the reins, and gave her the word

to go. Gods ! how the rushing air smote me in

the face at her first dash. I once stood on one

of the Berkshire mountains in a northwestern

gale, and the rush of air there was not more

blinding than it was in this birdlike flight. My
beautiful mare stooped low toward the ground

in her dizzying speed, and, the soft sand dead-

ening the sound of her hoofs, I seemed to be

flying through the air on noiseless wings. Two

deer sprang into the road before us, and, in

their fright, kept the highway for twenty rods

or more before they dashed into the bushes.

Swift as they flew, Brown Fanny shortened the

distance between us and them, and I verily be-
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lieve that, had they kept the road for five min-

utes longer, she would have been victor in that

unique trial of speed. We left the pine barrens

behind us and dashed into a palmetto swamp
where the road was firm, yet elastic as a spring

of steel, and completely hidden from the sun

by overarching palms. Along this way we flew

until, through a long vista, I caught a glimpse

of the sea, blue as lapis-lazuli, dreaming under

the unclouded sun. I checked my mare for a

moment and gazed entranced on that liquid

heaven. The sky, where it met the water, was

almost white, contrasted with the intense azure

of the ocean.

"The foreground was palmetto trees, be-

yond whose green tops, infiltrated with sun-

shine, lay a low sand hill,
' white as snow thrice

bolted by the northern wind,' and beyond this

the sea, blue as the sky which an artist sees in

his dreams.

" Since that ride I have understood the

Bedouin's love for his horse and his desert life.
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* The wind drinker
'

flies over those boundless

wastes of sand with birdlike speed ; his hard-

ened muscles never become weary, and at night

he shares the tent and food of his master. No

wonder that the Arab, when he pats the arched

neck of his steed, knowing that the blood

coursing under that thin, glossy skin can be

traced backward for a thousand years without

one base admixture, feels a love for his horse,

second only, if at all, to his love for his chil-

dren. The camel may be the 'ship,' but the

Arabian horse is the bird of the desert."

Then there were the fall drives through

Western Massachusetts with my grandmother.

They took a buggy from Amherst and drove

to Ashfield, and on through Berkshire County,

coming back when the leaves had fallen with

hearts full to overflowing, thanking God for

the infinite beauty of the world. They led each

other to the fountain of perpetual youth and

hand in hand stepped above the sordidness of

life, a pair of ardent lovers at the age of
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eighty, whose hearts leaped up when they be-

held a rainbow in the sky. They were married

fifty-seven years. On their golden wedding an-

niversary his volume of poems was printed and

dedicated to her. Indeed he always said they

were as much hers as his. I will read a poem
of their youth :

DO YOU REMEMBER?

A DAT of light, so fair and bright, 'tis like a picture yet ;

The glory still is on the hill, its sun has never set;

The same warm breeze plays in the trees, the flowers

the same bees woo;

It seems but yesterday to me; do you remember too ?

I see again the shaded lane, the sun, the grass, the bees;

We lingered long to hear the song of birds among the

trees;

And when we found upon the ground the young bird,

weak and chill,

Yon held the bird, I clasped your hands; do you re-

member still ?

On hill and glade the shadows played that golden morn

of June;
From birds and bees among the trees there came a soft,

low tune.
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How cool and sweet beneath our feet the fragrant clover

lay:

Have you remembered through the years the sweetness

of that day ?

The sunny hill where leaped the rill, a stream of snowy

spray,

The deep ravine with mosses green, the rocks with

lichens grey:
That dim, cool nook beside the brook; how thrilled the

Through life I never can forget : do you remember
this?

Far in the west the purple crest of Graylock met the

sky;
A floating curl of cloudy pearl half hid him from the

eye:

Your look was turned where noonday burned on ame-

thystine hill,

I saw your amethystine eyes and I remember still.

Ah me! that day has passed away; swift years have

followed years;

The world's dull care no dream will spare; time does

not stop for tears.

But looking back on life's long track, old thoughts my
feelings thrill.

That walk along the shady lane do you remember
still ?
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My grandfather was never behind the times.

I think during these last years he enjoyed auto-

mobiling just as much as the reckless rides of

youth. Perhaps that quality formed the charm

of a connection ! He was full to bursting of

the love of adventure and the humor of things.

As a child I remember being entranced with

his stories of prisoners who escaped through

walls of solid masonry by carving out their des-

tinies with a penknife.

Not long ago I took him a dose of cod-liver

oil. His bright eyes looked at me over his

glasses. He took it because I asked him to,

but he said afterwards,
" My dear, you need not

bring me any more of that. There is more

good in one chocolate drop than in that whole

bottle."



IV

NEXT
to his love for Nature came his

fondness for reading. He was an in-

veterate reader. All the great books of Eng-

lish literature were enclosed in the treasure

house of his mind. The most inspired poetry

lifted him into its rare heights. He knew the

most remote writings as well as the greatest,

and rejoiced in all the funny early poets.
" The reading of some books," he once said,

" leaves a deposit of information or suggestion

in the mind, which henceforth becomes part of

the mental capital ; others produce a tempo-

rary excitement but leave nothing behind for

future use. Some authors seem to have the

power of forcing such excess of meaning into
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common words that they affect the mind like

new words. As in the Tempest,

' To do me business in the veins o' the earth

When it is baked with frost.'
"

It is one of the things to be reverently grate-

ful for that to the very end of his life his eyes

never gave out. He read at least eight hours

out of every twenty-four, on the day before

his death, from Carlyle's French Revolution.

As a little boy he was given a pet lamb.

He cared for it tenderly. When the time came

to have it sold he received one dollar in ex-

change, a draft on a certain Washington bank.

He walked seventeen miles to Washington

with his money, and went straight to a book-

store. There he found an edition of Shakes-

peare, all the plays in one volume, in diamond

type. He asked the price of the book and was

told that it was a dollar and a half. The brown-

eyed boy addressed the salesman :

"
Sir, if you would rather have one dollar

than that book, here it is."
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The man apparently would, for the volume

was brought home and the plays from beginning

to end read and learned by heart during the

next seventy years his favorite book through-

out life. As an amusing incident, the bank on

which that one dollar was drawn failed the

week after.

A few years later when he was teaching

school and boarding with a very conservative

Dutch family, his much valued Shakespeare

was discovered in his bedroom.

"What is this book, sir?" asked his land-

lord ;

"
it looks like plays. . . . Can it be pos-

sible ?
"

. . . and so on. My grandfather ex-

plained that it was mostly history, and so the

precious volume was not confiscated.

As a child he was obliged to learn Watts's

hymns by heart. It was an invaluable training

to memory if to no other mental faculty. Often

I would ask him the source of a quaint saying

and he would reply,
" That was something I

read in an almanac in 1842."
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He quoted poetry as he walked, or as he

paced up and down the room, for until the last

year or two of his life he never sat when talk-

ing with other people. One soft day a few

weeks ago we were driving along the Still

Corner Brook.

" When we see the first glory of youth pass us by
Like a leaf on the stream which can never return,"

he said, as the crisp little boats floated down

on the clear brown water beside us.

How far he lived above the murky atmos-

phere of gossip !
" The world seems very small,"

he often said,
" when you talk about people."

He believed in control of the unspoken word.

The greatest outward event in his life was a

trip with my father's government expedition

in the warship U.S.S. Pensacola in 1889-90.

He was the historian, and has described the

journey in his Eclipse Expedition to West

Africa. He bartered with cannibals, held

handfuls of diamonds in the Kimberley mines,

visited the solemn haunts of Napoleon at St.
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Helena, and the strange island of Ascension

registered as a ship in the British navy. He

came back by way of Bermuda, where he and

my grandmother were to spend so many sunny

hours in winters to come. An experience of

this trip which he often referred to happened

on the west coast of Africa among the Ashan-

tees. I will quote from his own account :

"In one of the side streets I saw an old

woman sitting in the doorway of a little hut.

Judging from her wrinkled parchment skin

and total absence of flesh on her bones, she

must have been at least a hundred years old.

She looked too withered and weak to move, or

even to sit upright. Her bleared eyes appar-

ently sightless, were staring at vacancy. But

she had a weird surprise in store for me. No

sooner did those ancient eyes rest on me than

she rose to her feet as suddenly as if lifted by

a released spring. Raising her fleshless arms

above her head, she began to dance, accom-

panying her steps with a monotonous chant,
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not musical but impressive. The exhibition at

first seemed ludicrous, then it became painful,

but at last what enchantment was this ? I

felt an impulse almost irresistible to join in

the dance. Strange pictures flitted across my
brain of deep jungles, lion-haunted and dark ;

native towns shaded by vast trees under whose

branches warriors were gathering to the sound

of the drum; the cry of battle; the mourning

over the slain. All these pictures seemed forced

on my consciousness and were as vivid and

clear as if actually present to my bodily senses.

Then, most amazing of all, the long line of

warriors bearing high the body of an enemy,

filed out of the darkness. With savage cries

they went, two by two behind a high paling of

rushes, and at the instant when the last man

disappeared, the jungle vanished and there

huddled the old woman,
'

age and decrepitude

fallen upon her like cerements of the grave.'
"

And then he would add, "The memory pic-

tures transferred from her mind to my own
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had to cease at that instant ; they could not

continue, as the cannibal feasts are for the

warriors alone. No woman could have known

what went on behind that paling."

The great South African Desert spoke

loudest to his imagination. Because of his pe-

culiar love for deserts I will read a part of his

description of the African Karroo :

" On my return to Cape Town from Kim-

berley, I saw this barren region under the

light of a wonderful sunset, changed for a few

moments into a seeming paradise. The clouds

and dust in the atmosphere reflected down to

earth a light so rich in color that the most

common things assumed the semblance of

preciousness and beauty. The dry water courses

were paved with rocks of polished gold. The

thorny acacia bushes lifted into the evening

air foliage of transparent chrysophrase, borne

on branches of shining brass. Every cactus

and grass blade and tiniest shrub and flower

seemed transfigured by some magic into the
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most beautiful material, such as might fitly

be used in the walls of the New Jerusalem.

The very ground itself scorched by months of

drought, and rough with unlovely pebbles, was

a variegated pavement of topaz, beryl and

chalcedony, and great boulders of brown, ba-

saltic rock were changed to mighty gems of

garnet and ruby. Whenever I recall my journey

across this enormous plain, and remember its

desolation, the grandeur of its mountain-

boundaries, and the majesty of its extent, I

recall also the almost incredible transfigura-

tion conferred upon it by that sunset which to

me is the only one ; the last I saw or ever shall

see drop its treasures of matchless color over

the desert of the African Karroo."



BESIDES
numerous lectures and articles,

he wrote three books : An Eclipse Ex-

pedition to West Africa, a little volume called

Wayside Sketches, and A Sunset Idyl and

Other Poems, written as he expressed it
" in

the eddies of the current of duty of a busy

life."

THE SETTING VENUS

(Written two weeks before the Transit of 1874)

NOT a wreath of cloudy vapor stains the glory of the

sky,

Basking in the latest sun-rays all the distant hilltops

lie;

From beyond the far horizon flashes up a radiance, bright

As the glow which sprang from chaos at the words,
" Let there be light."

Slowly fades the sunny brightness, sombre shadows

creep and grow,
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From the east a purple darkness climbs the concave,

still and slow ;

All the light of sunset gathers low along the amber

west,

All the discords born of daylight, awed by evening, drop
to rest.

Like a newer revelation, like another birth of light,

Flashes out the evening planet through the growing
dusk of night ;

All the western sky seems holy, lighted by that spotless

ray;

Night, illumined by that glory, whiter than the whitest

day.

Ah ! as earth's celestial sister, later born and doubly

fair,

Moves along her radiant pathway with the sunlight in

her hair,

Only pale, prophetic science can foretell that day so

nigh,

When her beauty, turned to darkness, shall be lost in

yonder sky.

Blinded, hidden by the lightning of the sun's supernal

might,
Wanders on the darkening planet, darker as it nears

the light :

Who will now praise earth's young sister, robed in

blackness like a nun,

All her glow a spot of darkness on the splendor of the

sun?

Yet from her humiliation comes her glory, greater far
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Than shall wait on other planet, moon, or farthest shin-

ing star.

Through the sun's Red Sea her going shall be watched

by eager eyes,

Step by step along her pathway where the clouds of

flame arise.

Not her most unclouded beauty drew such worship to

her throne,

As her day of darkened brightness, as this hour of

gloom alone.

Slowly, sadly, yet triumphant, from that death to newer

birth,

Moves through dawn victorious Venus as the morning
star of earth.

From her martyrdom of darkness science grasps the law

of space,

Learns to weigh the worlds around us, and their paths

unerring trace;

Finds the point where the Creator holds Attraction's

golden chain,

Drawing worlds and suns through ether, in one vast,

harmonic train.

A FOREST WALK

How strong yet subtle is the sympathy
Between the heart and Nature. We are stirred

To the soul's depths by little things. A bird
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Sings in the sunshine, and it seems as we
From out the sweet past caught the harmony

Of dear friends' voices. Some half-spoken word,
Or old song in the fading twilight heard,

Thrills through the soul and brings to memory
The time when life was like a summer day

Sunny and warm with hope's celestial ray.

And though such thoughts of early, happy hours

Pass quickly like a dream and will not stay,

One breath of fragrance from youth's phantom flowers

Is better worth than all life gives to-day.

THE TRAILING ARBUTUS

DIVINELY fair, thy waxen cup
From sodden forest leaves looks up,

Pure as an infant's dimpled face,

And with an infant's fragile grace.

Thy goblets, fit for fairy wine,

With rosy sunlight seem to shine,

And to my waiting heart they bring

A prophecy of coming spring.

From dripping mould and perished leaves

Mysterious life thy beauty weaves,

And sets thee on the woodland slope

To give the winter-weary hope.

What is thy wondrous alchemy

Transmitting clay to roseate dye ?

Which finds in every wind that blows

A perfume sweeter than the rose ?
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I would that I could learn such skill

To mould existence to my will
;

To take some tint of heavenly sky
From common life where dead hopes lie

;

And gain from sorrow's frosty wings
The fragrance of diviner things.

How can I live a life like thine,

Fill up my soul with life's best wine,

Walk stainless through the foulest way,
And keep Hope's light though dark the day ?

I know not. But thy tender grace
In memory shall keep its place,

And over wintry thoughts shall bring
A brightness like the glow of spring.

The following poem was written on a paper

lunch-bag during a walk from Washington to

the Little Falls of the Potomac :

ASPIRATION

CALLING from the mystic distance,

Voices low and sweet I hear
;

Night and day with strange persistence

Call these voices soft and clear;

Call from hill and shadowy dingle,

From the river and the sea ;
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With all sounds the voices mingle,

Always do they plead with me.

In the mart's discordant noises,

Through the strife and din of gain,

Sing these sweet, mysterious voices,

Sing their pure unworldly strain.

When I hear them low and sweetly

Pierce the world's tumultuous din,

Other sounds I lose completely

And my life seems poor and thin.

Then my soul is strongly lifted

Far above earth's petty jars,

By some sweeping current drifted

With the current of the stars.

O my voices ! come still nearer,

Take me from the world apart,

Sing to me your songs yet clearer,

Make your home within my heart.



VI

f

BUT
my grandfather's life-work was in

science ; appropriately in that science

which leads the mind upward and beyond to

the largest conceptions of which it is capable.

Dealing with mathematics he was more and

more a poet throughout his life, an artist in his

attitude toward science and toward life. This

combination was his intellectual power; the

scientist perfecting his observations by the

poet's vision, the poet resting in his flights of

fancy upon a carefully trained scientific habit

of thought. He was supported in each realm

by his love of the other. Each gave him a vista

for surveying the other. Each was a respite

from the other.
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I cannot close more appropriately than by

reading a few pages from a lecture of his on

Picturesque Astronomy. Beginning with an

account of " those legendary nations living in

the level rays of the world's early sunrise," as a

human perspective, he soars into the mighty

astronomic distances which we have no sym-

bols to describe as we have no minds to com-

prehend :

" Just at the time when it seemed that the

extreme limit of telescopic power had been

reached, another instrument, the spectroscope,

was invented, so precisely supplying the innate

deficiencies of the telescope and opening an-

other field so limitless and so entirely unknown,

one too in which the telescope by itself was

powerless, that it seemed almost like a direct

gift of Providence to the astronomer. With

the spectroscope he is able to analyse the mat-

ter composing the sun, comets, stars and neb-

ulae, and to detect and measure the motions of

these bodies in the line of sight.
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" This instrument reveals some exceedingly

interesting facts regarding our close personal

connection with the sun and the stars. The

most common and homely materials on the

earth are common in the sun, in the stars

which are still farther remote, and even in the

still more distant nebulas. Were the idea not

too stupendous for grasping, this identity of

material would suggest identity of origin.

However this may be, it should add not only

to our self-respect, but to our respect for every

form of life and matter on the earth, when we

know that the Creator in shaping our world

has used material identical with that in stars

and comets and nebulae ; and that we have in

our own bodies samples of the most important

elements of which the universe is composed.

We are not poor relations merely, or very dis-

tant cousins, of the stellar system; we are

brothers of every star and sun in the universe,

united by ties of identical substance to mighty

Arcturus and imperial Sirius ; and the pale
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light from the Milky Way has its origin in

materials identical with those sweeping over

our sun in hurricanes of fire. The frozen mat-

ter in the jagged and splintered craters of the

moon is one with us ; and the blush of con-

scious beauty on the maiden's cheek may have

had its origin in the glorious constellation of

mighty Orion.

" Held by ties like these, we may wander far

but we can never be lost, so closely are we on

this little earth connected to the infinite uni-

verse and its infinite Creator. In tracing our

descent we go much farther back than to

Richard the Lion-Hearted or to William the

Conqueror ; the materials of our bodies were

blessed a million years ago by the sweet influ-

ences of the Pleiades, and purified by the fiery

mist of a thousand nebulae. By the Creator's

own hand we are united to the stars, and what

God hath joined cannot be put asunder.

" Placed as the stars are at such enormous

distances from us, they are still not wholly be-
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yond our reading. The astronomer can truly

say with Shakespeare's soothsayer :

' In Nature's infinite book of secrecy,

A little I can read.'

" But if the stars by their distances oppose

such difficulties for the astronomer to over-

come, his task seems doubly hopeless when he

endeavors to penetrate into the hidden life of

those baffling objects, the nebulse. Their dis-

tance is immeasurably greater from us than

that of the stars. Every attempt at measuring

this distance has been a failure. They are mere

wisps of vapor, most of them only faintly

luminous. They retain their places in the sky

apparently motionless forever. But there is

no spot in Nature, no single particle of matter

in the universe, which is at rest; motion,

change, is a law of the cosmos ; absolute rest is

an unthinkable idea. With the advent of the

spectroscope, nebulje were not only proven to

be in motion, but their velocity in the line of

sight was measured. The distances with which
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the astronomer is called upon to deal are so

vast that his mind is oppressed with a sense of

his limitations. He can compute the distances

of some of the stars and set down the result in

a long row of figures, but his figures convey

only a shadowy idea of vastness, a something

beyond the grasp of the human brain. The

Pleiades, or the seven stars, is a quite incon-

spicuous constellation, yet small as it seems to

the unassisted eye, its dimensions are so im-

mense that light moving one hundred eighty-

six thousand three hundred miles every sec-

ond of time, requires seven years to cross it

from side to side. When observing the great

nebula of Orion we are looking at an object

whose extent is hopelessly beyond comprehen-

sion. In the constellation of Orion, below and

to the left of the three bright stars of the belt,

are three smaller stars forming the handle of

Orion's sword. To a keen eye on a clear night

the middle one of these three smaller stars will

appear slightly hazy. This haziness is the great
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nebula of Orion. In selecting our measuring

unit for this nebula, we take the longest line

in the solar system. The diameter of the orbit

of the planet Neptune is five billion, five

hundred and eighty million miles. We take

this incomprehensible length of nearly six

thousand millions of miles, and to span this

nebula from side to side, we must apply it

many million times. Many million times six

thousand millions is the breadth of this mag-

nificent object, which in the astronomical her-

aldry of the heavens is merely the knightly

device graven on the sword handle of Orion,

the warrior hunter.

" Astronomers believe that the stellar system

is limited, that the stars are not infinite in

number. We may imagine the vast body of

stars and nebulae which we call the universe

to be an island of stars in the boundless ocean

of space. And because space is boundless,

there is room for other islands of stars as large
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as, or larger than the one we see, and of the

outer star-islands, if they exist, we know no-

thing and shall never know.

"Astronomy has a higher and nobler use

than helping us to acquire real estate ; it helps

us to acquire a conception, however inadequate,

of the beauty, the harmony, the vastness and

the tremendous forces of the universe. In a

certain sense, by observing a series of nebulae,

the astronomer can follow the course of crea-

tion, tracing in imagination the fiery mist of a

nebula through its slow condensation for a

million centuries to the shaping of its probable

retinue of planets and the formation of its

central sun, down to the time when the Crea-

tor breathes upon the perfected product and

it becomes a living soul. But this shaping re-

quires a length of time which, to our finite

minds, is equivalent to eternity. Through myr-

iads and myriads of drifting aeons, incomput-

able as the sands of the shore, this shaping
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goes forward, and when our own sun shall

have expended all its wealth of light and

heat and shall swing through the firmament a

cold and blackened mass, attended by the

planets, black and frozen also, these newly

shaped systems in all the glory of their youth

shall brighten the heavens and shall sing to-

gether like the morning stars rejoicing in their

new life and transcendent beauty.

"
Infinity of space is the astronomer's garden,

and his flowers are the stars which cannot be

numbered for multitude. They blossom from

eternity to eternity. They fade not, neither

do they perish with the drifting centuries 'of

time.

"He has watched the great Arcturus sweep through
boundless fields of space,

Marked the white blaze of the Dog Star on its ever-

lasting race,

Seen the nebula Orion hold the young stars to its breast

Of the newly-born Trapezium, in the fire-mist brightly

dressed
;
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And the earth is all forgotten as he treads the lucent

sky,

For he walks with reverent footsteps in the path of the

Most High ;

Nor amid the starry vastness does he tread his way
alone,

For the Uncreate has led him toward that hidden cen-

tral throne

Whence the radiant power and glory of the mighty
Cosmos springs,

Pouring out through endless seons life to all created

things.

And his soul is so uplifted, such ethereal heights has

trod,

He is one with Nature's spirit, one with the creating

God!"
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